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Presenter
Presentation Notes
3 Main MessagesHistory of Bazile specific issuesWhat we know/are doing about itWhat we still don’t know/need to figure outMore than the plan, I’ll cover why we did things and how the BGMA fits into the legal, political, and natural framework we have to work within in Nebraska.
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Presentation Notes
Legislature combined 154 special interest groups, creating the NRD’s in 1972Only state to divide their water resources by river basins (not perfect, some overlap but has worked well)



 Groundwater for Beneficial Use
 Quality and Quantity
 Rural/Regional Public Water Supplies

 Soil – mediate solutions under the Erosion and 
Sediment Control Act

 Trees & Wildlife Habitat
 Flood Control
 Urban Conservation
 Recreation
 Grazing Land
 Education



 Locally Elected Board of Directors
 Funded by Local Property Taxes and
 Partnerships with many Agencies
 23 local offices across the State



Clean Water Act 1972
• Surface water focused

• Regulate Point Sources
• In NE this was mainly large CAFOs
• Nebraska Department of Environmental Quality 

(NDEQ) main issue addressed are stream quality 
recreation areas (bacteria)

• Incentivize Non-Point Source (CWA Section 319 funds)
• Because Public Water Supplies in NE are mostly 

groundwater sources, NDEQ did could do little to 
help assist with Groundwater quality issue—this 
was left to the State
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Presentation Notes
2) Every state must submit long term plans to EPA, in NE we prioritize human health. Less than 1% of our  surface waterbodies are used for drinking water we ended up focusing on primary contact recreation uses and addressing bacteria. 3) The CWA Doesn’t directly speak to GW, Leaving management to the states. 



• The NRDs in Northeast NE were looking for assistance 
with the nitrate issues in the Bazile Area to assist the 
public water supplier

• 4 NRDs (Lewis & Clark, Upper Elkhorn, Lower Elkhorn, 
Lower Niobrara) partnered with NDEQ to develop a Plan 
to find a way to focus funds to this issue

• After many meetings and draft plans
• The result was the Bazile Groundwater Management Area 

Plan
• Through this plan as of 2013 Groundwater is eligible for 

50% of NDEQ’s 319 grant funds/year ($1.25 million)
• To address Non Point Source public health risk!
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Presentation Notes
NDEQ initiated an intense educational effort to help EPA Region 7 and HQ understand, we needed to be able to work on GW in order to protect our DW. By 2013 DEQ had successfully petitioned EPA to allow up to 50% CWA Section 319 (NPS funds) to be used for GW projects when “responding to a NPS pollution emergency or urgent NPS public health risk!!!!” 
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Presentation Notes
21 Townships and 756 sq miles in Northeast NE at the intersection of 4 NRDs (LN, LC, UE, LE) and three 3 basins (Niobrara (Verdigre creek), Missouri Tribs (or Bazile Creek), and Elkhorn (North fork) headwaters) covers 8 PWSS providing groundwater as drinking water to 10 communities and 7,000 residents BGMA is plagued by increasing nitrate contamination in groundwater despite the NRDs GWMPs and elevated phase requirements!!!
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Presentation Notes
We mined just about every institution’s databases so thank you for the hard work and high quality data many of you have helped gather!-(1 Topographic and Glacial Till Regions)UNL-CSD Glacial deposits =impermeable boulder-clay tills however perched water tables occur above the clay tills at shallow depths in much of the area. -(2 NRCS Soil Characteristic 2015) Sand percent in top of soil profile is >91% sand in most of the orange areas! Nitrates easily moving through sand appose to heavier soils or glacial till.-(3 Depth to groundwater) NDNR data 2-240 ft Shallow (2-10 ft) and plentiful (400+ feet thick) groundwater provides ample opportunities for usage in crop production as evident in the next few slides!
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Presentation Notes
So people used the resources!1)Registered wells NDNR May 2013- Slide illustrates that there are generally lots of wells in the area! Total = 2501 Wells RED = Irrigation Wells (1887)LIGHT BLUE= Domestic Wells (246) DARK BLUE = Monitoring (123)2)Livestock Waste Control Facilities NDEQ (BGMA doesn’t have a substantial amount more than the surrounding areas)Data includes all Permitted facilities through May 2013 (289 Facilities, 80% small or < 300 cattle where the other 20% are Med 300-1000 and Large >1000)* Cattle and Swine facility sizes are different (Large for swine is > 2500 pigs) 3)National Ag Statistic Services 2013 data (Row Crop includes Alfalfa as well as Corn, Sweet Corn, Soybeans and Winter Wheat)2/3 or 324,000 acres in cultivated crop
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Data range from 1980-2013 for wells sample more than once14 of the 21 townships have seen an increase in Nitrates over the period of record! 2/3 show N increases29-2 Glacial till protecting the deep aquifer29-7 & 8 Areas of marginal land (steep slopes and rolling hills with pockets of isolated valleys that has gone into production)
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For the purpose of planning, EPA requested we establish a baseline data set…Due to the inconsistency of GW monitoring between the NRDs throughout the BGMA over time the NRDs went with:Average Clearinghouse N per well with >1 sample (2004-2013)Using that same data  we created a Median N per township map  to give us an idea of our highest hot spots (2004-2013)EXPLAIN large # is the median Nitrate value/ township and the n= number of samples (we sample more where we know there are problems) Look at the top centered township with Creighton (57 wells sampled) North-east corner (2 wells sampled) As we ID data gaps and gather a more gridded dataset we can use it to do more realistic interpolation models to help us better understand the system.



 1990 – Bazile Triangle 
Groundwater Study

 2000 – Evaluation and 
Assessment of Ag 
Contaminants in 
Creighton, NE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GW Quality Concerns first raised 1960s as contamination began to affect area PWSS and area domestic wellsThe NRDs began monitoring the groundwater quality in the 80sThe four NRDs with a grant from NDEQ contracted with  David Gosselin UNL-CSD to conduct the Bazile Triangle GW study125 wells samples, (25% > 10 ppm another 45% 5-10 ppm) majority > 10 near drainage dividesStudy found a strong correlation between nitrate and chloride, indicating commercial fertilizer applications practices as the likely source.Concluded (More research is required to develop a reduction strategy.)Mark Burbach and Roy Spalding – UNL Water Center 8 clusters of nested wells and 12 vadose zone cores up gradient of nested wellsML= *monitoring well clusters (sampled spring and fall for 2 years),  C=Vadose zone cores up gradient of well clusters (analyzed every 1 ft to every 5 ft)N isotope analyses of monitoring well clusters confirmed the main source to be commercial fertilizer. (Bottom Graph) Age dating analysis at 5 wells based on CFC-11 concentrations estimated the GW age range in the moderately contaminated portion  (10-20 mg/L) to be 36 years old with the portion of the aquifer (exceeding 30 mg/L) nitrate to be 5  to 27 years  old. So, GW pollution began in 1964 and spike in 1973.Study concluded there was a large area 830 acres in size of commercial-N dating back to 1960s from NPS (irrigated corn fields) just over 1 mile east-southeast of Creighton and found an Extremely small number of wells which may also be affected by local AFO. (Take away is the majority of the data point to commercial fertilizer but researchers have never stated it was all one source or another.)The leading edge of the plume was estimated to hit Creighton's municipal wells by 2020 in addition to a smaller portion which moving north-west towards the town of Bazile Mills. 



 2005 East Branch Verdigris Creek Project
 Pre- project 1987 -2005

▪ Nitrates       .49 mg/L/year
▪ Shallow well >30 mg/L
▪ Deep well < 1 mg/L

 Post – project <2005-2013
▪ Nitrates        1.59 mg/L/year
▪ Shallow well < 19mg/L
▪ Deep well < 1 mg/L 
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Presentation Notes
EBVC Project developed by UENRD to address high nitrate in domestic and livestock wells and the SW/GW interactions where nutrients and sediment in Verdigris Creek were impacting Games and Parks Grove Trout Rearing Station and Grove Lake (aquatic life nutrient criteria of  0.8 mg/L TN)GW nitrate data showed a trend of increasing nitrate levels at an average rate of .49 mg/L/ year where uncompromised deep wells remain uncontaminated25 wells analyzed for isotopic signatures ranged from -2 to +6, that of commercial fertilizerAge dating was conducted at these same wells and showed the highest nitrate concentrations to be 25-35 years old (farmers said parents applied lots when little was known 	and commercial fertilizer was cheap)Both NDEQ and UENRD gathered SW data, it was determined that under low flow conditions both EBVC and Grove lake exhibit the quality of GW supplying them!64/70 or 91% area farmers participated $10/acre incentive was used on 11% (25 Fields for over 3k acres) of the area crop land for nutrient and irrigation management 90% cost share to properly decommissioned abandon wells (41 wells/7 were irrigation wells)60% cost-share upgrade Inadequate septic systems (11 systems)
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Over the last 8 years as GW levels decline SW levels have increased as the highly polluted GW moves toward the stream. Using estimated lateral movement rates from the WhAEM model of 4.34 inches/day and downward (vertical) movement rates estimated from the UNL Water Center’s study on Vadose Zone Agrichemical Leachates of 40 inches/year, the highest levels of nitrates recorded in 2005 would have moved 1,053 feet or half way to the stream and 26.66 feet deeper by 2013. By these estimates we expect to see the stream nitrate levels continue to raise for another 8 year before the effects of the BMPs become evident in surface water. (similar to Dan Snows estimate of 15-30 years for recharge)Over the years the streams has begun to be dewatered…Non-growing season flows used to have higher flows and higher Nitrate. In 2008 the stream could no longer fully recover from the pumping of the growing season and yet still has higher Nitrate than what is observed during the growing season when the crop are using the nutrients. Tells us there is very little run off in this area and the stream predominantly relies on groundwater for its base flow.
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Explain Map and graphs: 3 color coded segments (S Creighton/Center/near the confluence with the Missouri River) primary vertical  axes (Bacteria, Log scale) secondary (Nitrogen, linear scale) At low flow conditions with the only water coming form groundwater base flows we see our highest Nitrogen concentrations, As stream flows increase the concentrations either stay the same of decrease. When you separate the TN into Organic Nitrogen (TKN) and Inorganic Nitrogen (Nitrate, Nitrite) the Organic N behaves like E.coli bacteria, increase with higher flows indicating they are entering the system from overland runoff unlike Inorganic N which is coming from polluted GW and gets diluted with high flows.The charts Mirrors EBVC project findings that under base flow the stream exhibits groundwater quality of the area. NE’s state motto is Equality before the law and this holds true in how we interact with our tribes. NE is the only Region 7 state to have a relationship with a tribe.  Building TRUST…example: SSN/DEQAs a result of developing this plan we have begun to rebuild our tribal relations with the Santee Sioux Nation. The map is on the Bazile Creek watershed with the Santee Sioux Reservation boundary in red. BGMA covers the upper half of the Bazile Creek watershed. NE assess all waters of the state and makes determination however EPA does not recognize our finds on tribal lands. Looking at land use we know that the good portion of the NPS pollution they see in their stream segments are coming from land in production outside of their jurisdiction. NDEQ began formally working together with the Santee last summer to monitor WQ at the end of the basin and were just granted access by their tribal council to set up an Ambient site at the bottom of the basin!





Municipalities Population AO Treatment Cost to Society

Creighton 1250 AO - 2017 Original RO Plant (excludes engineering and equipment) 1993 USDA Loan          $606,507 

” “ RO Plant rehab Current SRF Loan      $1,173,790

” “ O&M including annual depreciation over 20 years Estimated Cost          $3,492,820

Brunswick 179 AO - 2015 Replace wells, mains, and meters SRF 2014 Request       $ 594,839

Orchard 391 AO Place "Bad well" (9.83 ppm) on emergency use

Osmond 796
AO – 2013 

& 2017 Replace wells, mains, tower, and meters SRF 2014 Request     $1,682,309

Plainview 1157 Replace wells and mains SRF 2014 Request     $1,269,667

Domestic Wells 248 POU Treatment Systems ($1,187.25 each ) Estimated Costs           $294,438

Total = 4021 Total Cost                $9,114,370

BGMA  Plan 7,159
2 –year Bazile GWMA Coordinator to carry out plan 

objectives and implement BMPs 
319, NET, & NRD Funding =   

$286,550
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Presentation Notes
Since we began working on this plan West Knox 2017 AO Acute NitrateNow that the pollution is there, what does it cost to make the water drinkable?Go through the table!!!Creighton has the first RO plant in the US.Just looking at Creighton's Reverse Osmosis plant’s O&M compared to 2 yrs of implementing the plan, it costs 20% more to treat for two years. US Dept. of Labor’s consumer price index inflation calculator estimates the cost to build an RO plant to remove nitrates today would be just under 978,000 or 61% more over the last 20 years to provide the same level of treatment in the Creighton.In the long run we will have spent less money to fix the problem and no longer need to treat than it costs to continue to run the RO plant! 
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Based on Ecoregion 6Box plots from 25th to 75th % with bold line indicating the median valueTrends a significant if the p-value is less than 5%SW/GW connection and what this means for the communities pumping groundwater to drink. Creighton's by-pass water was 16.3 ppm in 2016 when the plant malfunctioned.
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Phil Takes over from here.Tier 1 = WHP 20 TOT (31,000 acres 6.5%)  Moving towards the stream providing base flow!Tier 2 = WHP 50 TOT (53,000 acres 11%)Tier 3 = EBVC expanded buffer (10,000 acres 2.1%)Tier 4 BGMA (390,000 acres 80.5%)



SHORT TERM – 5 YEARS

 Halt the trend of 
increasing nitrate 
concentrations in 
Tiers 1-3

LONG TERM – 20 YEARS

 Reduce nitrate 
concentrations below 10 
mg/l in Tiers 1 and 2 and 
remove all PWS from 
Administrative Orders for 
nitrate

 GW contamination and 
other NPS pollution will 
not impair SW beneficial 
uses in the Tier 3 area
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Presentation Notes
EPA required load reductions so we used the same data set (wells > 1 sample over the last 10 years 2004-2013) and took the average for all of the Tier areas. Then we figured out the % reduction needed to meet our goals of 10 mg/L . We then used this % and multiplied it by the acres in each Tier to get the number of acres needing treatment. We will refine these numbers as we begin to gather data to fill in gaps and separate out each tier area as well as sourcing each wells water supply to separate out the shallow, deep, and mixed wells for better management!Plan should result in an average 40% decrease in Nitrogen in 20 years.



 Objective 1: Educate Public
 Status quo, current efforts and trends of 

both Quality & Quantity, WHPA plans, 
SW/GW interactions, available and 
efficient BMPs, demonstration plots, 
etc.

 Objective 2: Implement BMPs
 Above and beyond GWMP requirements

 Objectives 3&4: Identify Needs
 Inadequate septic systems and create a 

program to assist with upgrades
 Abandoned wells and create a program 

to assist with well decommissions.
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Education (Katie P helped write) will be Targeted education for cities, crop consultants, producers, and domestic well users
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Slide is from the University of Ohio ExtensionI’m not the best messenger…Phil is!!!Risk Communications: Goal = Trust + credibilityBuild trust by association…G4= sum total credibility of any 4 gov agencies is great than the credibility of 1DNR, DEQ, USGS, Dep of Ag, UNL, HHS, NRCS, EPA, US ACE



 Have a messenger 
 Educate the messenagers

Risk Communication training
 NRDs secured a $300,000 319 

grant for plan implementation, 
flow meters, soil moisture 
probes and irrigation 
improvement

 Will spend nearly $500,000 in 
2018 NWQI funds on 23 
contracts! This makes 35 active 
contracts.

 Currently have 8 new 
application!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Laura, end with discussing the issues we were having with past coordinators and the NRDs, talk about all of the time and effort we all had to put in to make up for hiring unqualified people, taking a time out, working with John Heaston, NRCS, and UNLPhil starts hereFirst thing we did was Risk Communication = science based approach for effective communication in high concern low trust situations. As Sam explains it, N contamination to our GW is similar to a drought, out of site out of mind, don’t see it until you have a problem.



SURVEY GOALS

 Understand the current 
knowledge level of the 
nitrate pollution issue

 Identify BMPs currently 
on the landscape

 Figure out what BMPs 
people are interested in 
and why

 Understand what limits 
people from trying new 
BMPs

 271 people, 33% 
responded

SURVEY RESULTS

 271 people responded

Who determines your 
application rate?



UNL Partnership 
~

Nitrate Issue Team

• Adding an area Extension 

Educator position 

• Develop On-line Nitrate 

Training module

• Facilitating Crop 

Consultant discussions

• Summarize:
• Nitrogen application 

studies on UNL’s 
recommended rates

• UNL Extension resources 
on BMPs that reduce 
nitrate contamination

• Data pertinent to the 
Central Platte NRD’s 
reduction in nitrate 
levels

USDA’s NRCS Partnership
~

National Water Quality Initiative 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talk about meeting we had with UNL, what triggered it and what came out of itPartnered with NRCS on NWQI based on a SW impairment (E.coli to Bazile Creek) beginning in 2013 (1.6 million in 5 years)New coordinator is partially funded by NRCS and given access to NRCS’s tools and databases.
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MOU With NRCS to share all contract data. Will update map after 2018 applications have been approved and will include all EQIP contracts.FY 14 = $635,310 in 18 contracts on 6,120.5 acresFY 15 = $117,649 in 8 contracts on 1,572 acresFY 16 = $322,962 in 5 contracts on 1,681.6 acresFY 17 = $79,985 in 6 contractsFY 18 = $500,000 in 22 contracts5 year NWQI total $1,655,906 in 59 contractsTotal with NRDs/DEQ(319) 177 BMP contracts on 30K acresUrban demo sites: rain garden, turf demo, pet waste dispenser station, and signs in 5 communitiesAg demo sites: irrigation and fertilizer BMPs2 SNIP (150 acres)4 Moisture Probes (520 acres)7 Chemigation conversions        (878 acres)47 flow meters (5,785 acres)58 tissue analysis (7,164 acres)What we need now is for someone to quantify load reductions to groundwater from these BMPs better to EBVC



 Installed a weather station to provide real 
time ET data (2016)

 NRDs conducted an airborne 
electromagnetic geophysical survey 
(completed in 2017)

 Dan Snow’s Isotope and Recharge study 
(completed in 2018), will be gathering 
Tiers 1&2 vadose zone baselines 
(2018-19)

 Dave Miesbach and Sue Lackey ID 
screened intervals of baseline wells 
(2018-2019)

 Troy Gilmore’s Transit time and Nitrate 
delivery to Bazile Creek survey. (2018-19)

 Dave Miesbach and DHHS working on 
well rehab demos (In discussions about 
funding)
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Weather station fills a data gap Imaging aquifers and bedrock throughout BGMA, focused on Creighton and West Knox Rural Water Systems well fields. Image shows the amount of resistivity the formation had to the electromagnetic waves. Warm colors = less conductive (large partials…sands and gravels) cool colors = more conductive (small particles…silt, clay bedrock)Aquo Geo Frameworks is still interpreting of the geology and hydrogeology as well as integrating aquifer tests and nitrate data with the geologic interpretation. Goal 1 stop loading the vadose zone…we need to know what is already there.Plan used studies from Clay center and DEQ Wham model to estimate lateral and vertical GW movement
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Not a perfect static plan, will refine as more information is gathered
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